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Technology is a body of knowledge devoted to creating tools, processing actions and the extracting materials. It is used for communication, transportation, manufacturing, securing data, scaling businesses and learning. It makes every man’s life simple yet fulfilling if used for good intention but a failure if used for malicious reasons.

In the field of education, using modern technology play a significant factor to achieve the desired goal. Both the teachers and the students benefit from the services given by the products of technology. Gone are the days when gadgets hinder the students to study well because what they need now are laptops or anything that could help them to study, make a research, pass their assignments, conduct projects etc. Teachers stop from using the traditional way of teaching through chalk and board instead they prepare their lessons through powerpoint presentation. They make use of the internet to research, get an information and find interesting pictures or videos to be used in thier daily teachings to capture the interest of their students and to achieve the 80% proficiency level of the pupils.

The aim of K-12 program is made possible through technology wherein teachers should act as the facilitator of learning. Less talk for the teachers because of the recorded videos presented. More time to engage the learners in the different activities. Experiential learning is there. No more spoonfeeding happens. What the students do is guided by the teachers. There is a light interaction from the student and the teacher because of technology. Teaching and learning happen smoothly and easy.
Modern Technology improves students performance because they could not only learn what is being taught in the school but also they could explore everything they want to know. Just as one click from the source and countless information will appear. All they have to do is to be patient and at the same time careful in getting the correct and needed information.

Technology is everywhere so it lies in their hands especially to our young learners how they are going to use it as part of their search for wisdom and a tool for accomplishing their daily task in the school.
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